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i. IHTRODUCTIOH

There are many open question! Which are associated with the problem of

interface between two different metals [.1-2], e.g., the enhancement of super-

conducting critical temperature (Tc) in systems vith superposed metal films and

crack growth etc. Recently some progress has been na.de in the problem about a

heterogeneous metal-metal interface 13-1*]. It 1B necessary to note that in the

theoretical treatment of this problem ve must have the mutual influence of the

two different metals veil considered. Ve proposed a series of well defined

interface plane wave orbitals (IPWO). Combining IPWO with the muffin-tin orbitals

(MTO) ve developed a method for calculating the electronic structure of the

heterogeneous metal-metal interface. In this paper a review of our work is given.

The problem of high T c superconductivity in systems containing the metal-metal

interfaces and relevant problem in compounds are discussed.

2. IHTERFACE PLAHE WAVE ORBITALS (IPWO)

First let us consider the system composed of two thin superposed films

of metals with different crystal potentials but with the same lattice. Suppose

z-axis is one of the crystal axes and the interface is a crystal face lying

perpendicular to z-axis. An electric dipole layer must be produced at the

interface so that the Fermi levels of the two metals are aligned. Generally

considerable change occurs only in a few atomic layers near the interface, so

the model we have suggested contains only a few atomic layers on each aide of

the interface. To simplify the following discussion, we confine ourselves to

a heterogeneous metal-metal double-layer film as shown in Fig. 1. The general-

ization to thicker films is straightforward. This metal-metal film potential

possesses the same two-dimensional periodicity in each atomic layer and ia non-

periodic in the z direction however. Hence the film can be divided into unit

cells which extend to ±» in z direction as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1.

The crystal potential within a unit cell is then specified by
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Interstice

where R is a two-dimensional direct lattice vector of an atomic layer; T Q

is the spatial coordinate of the o-th atom within each unit ce l l ; s i s the

radius of muffin-tin sphere; v
mTja« v

m W b » « t h e constant potentials in the

interstit ial regions of metal a and h respectively, while VaTza * v,fl.Bv

To obtain one electron wave function il̂ CE, r) corresponding to the crystal
potential ( l ) , we have properly constructed the interface plane wave orbitals
{IPWO) which are normaliaable at a l l energies [5]:

(2)

where k_ i s the two-dimensional wave vector lying parallel to the interface;

K = k + g . g_ i s a two-dimensional reciprocal latt ice vector,
.bin. *•• 2 H I -SIB
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here i « a, b.

i . e . ,

is a solution of one-dimensional Schrodinger equation,

(5)
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approach -to zero, a special, oase of IFHO is obtained. Jj-C-Bt-), DvCcr) and i r (tr) w e apfterical Bessel functiona. x-i iad X2
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Here the coefficients are determined by two boundary eonaitionB. ttov we

express ?.(£, r) S3 a linear combination of MTO's [5] IPWO'-s and FVO's [6]

r) - '•'••"X,.i,E, A., r - ,/t - r .)
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and i are the solutions of one-dimeasional Sctu-odluger equations ID

regions III and III. respectively. ' The coefficients s, cn etc. are

determined so that the wave ftLttctiona and their derivatives are continuous at

tbe boundaries of the surfaces .

3. EQUATIONS OF "TAIL CANCELLAtflOlf" C0HDITI0H3

where L denotes the angular momentum quantum numters 1 , m,

are the usual muff in-t in-orbitals [5-6] of metal .a and b ,
XL b

(6)

vhere i = a, t, ̂ {r) are spherical harmonics, u and u . are the solutions

of radial Schrodinger equations in regions I and L and

Thsre ar* aome "tail cancellation" conditions [5] to b« sotiafied in

order to majce * k a solution of Schrodinger' s equation in the regions of

I i I. II i IL , III, M i IIL as shovn in Fig. 1. It is worthy to emphasize

that, contrary to the case of A single metal film [6] there are some "tail

cancellation" conditions to bo satisfied in the interstitial region3 II and

11^. For example, in the expression (T), the first term, the fourth term and

the part of exp{+ifl z'} in the third term are always the solution of Schrodinger'

equation in the region II regardless of the values of coefficient A , A ^

and A ^ , but the wave tails of the remaining terms must be satisfied by the

following equation in region II ,

(10)

(13)
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Similarly, for region U^ we have

+ 2 '1o.»'™,,espf.iK,n • r — ip^i)

+ X •'i.^i.~e*pi'«» • r - iQmj] — 0,

(lit)

where I^U, t ) H l ). It was shown in [6] that

(19)

«*-«.(«, r - «) - " S where

(15)

where 0 - Q_£. A i s the cross-sectional oraa of the unit ce l l . Substituting
jn in.

from Equation (15) into (13), Cl1*) we olrtain:

— S

- 0.

(16)

(IT)

B.-.C*, *) - 4* 2 «PC.A • R) 2
*+l I"

Dl'l(«, *) - -4-.V+
1 2 «IPC* • *) 2

C „ are the Gaunt coefficients.

Me*),
(20)

(21)

(22)

The "tail cancellation" conditions in the muffin-tin spheres 1^, 1^ can

written as follows,

*;<o,

2
(18)
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»,«., *) - 4.4 2 Q-J

Equations (l8) and (19) were obtained with the aid of the addition theorems

of K£ (K, T - E ) , J^de, r - R) [6], and the following expansion formula,

• r] -

The "tail cancellation" conditions in III and IIL are

a D

obtain the secular equations containing only JL , JL..

2

2

, *>

- o
., *., A)

„ 0 ,. < 0_

(26a)

• ^ 2
^ i
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(25)

(26) 2 ̂

«., «„ *)

, * t , *)] - 0 d > 0,

t, *) -

* )

- 0 r{>0.

(28b)

It. SECULAE EQUATIONS

A
Lb> A -, » A

2 >The coefficients to be determined in (7) are

A0,mCma«
 A0,mC

1Bb' V m V , A 0 , m s
a f ^ ^ a r e i n C l U d e d l n

(18), (19), (16), (17), (25), (26) and in the boundary conditions at Z = 0,

vhere,

*) - î L 2 [«<»)P«

+ O-jy^CAf, +

(29a)

( 27 )

We can further simplify the above system of equations hy eliminating the co-

efficients A ^ , A ^ , A0mCma , A ^ ^ . A ^ a ^ . and A ^ ^ , and then
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(29c)

Yu(K. + QJY.

There are similar equations in the case of K' < 0,K' > 0 and

<t < 0 EquationB (2S) are th* eecoUr equations of the superposed heterometal
film and. the xeros of the determinant of the. coefficients .of ' ̂ r^' **&. ftui,.
in ttMM equations detemlne the eigenvalufrs K of the film. If .the ttetal 'a •
and b have n layers respectively., Equations t2B) and (.29) may be eenferaliB«d'.

in a straight way, e.g. . j i s the atomic layer label..

., c>, *)

+ Q^jy^CJC +

C29f)

*) - -

C29s)

^ C * . - Q.s)r'"-/».],

*) - ̂ p

5. THE CASE OF VERY THICK FILM ,

Let us suppose that the magnitude z, and z. approach infinity. Then

we do not have to consider the film surface potentials in the crystal potential

(l). However, the EPWO introduced by the formula (6) need not be changed. The

additional summations over the labels of atomic layers (a and g) must be

included in eq.. (7). The last two terms in eq. (7) which correspond to the

film surface potentials should be abandoned. As above, the "tall cancellation"

conditions can be constructed. Using the expanding-formula (l6) in the

reference [6] and taking only the first term (m = 0) in it for the infinite

boundary, we have obtained approximately the expression of coefficients

for each atomic layer.

Let A ,, (k) be the eigenvectors of atomic layer's label a in the
* A

side of metal a near the metal-metal interface, and A . (k) be that one
a tLt —

without the interface. We obtain approximately

(31)
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^where '*£:-.£•-•£* ..«£ = - •££% £j " 1 , ! , vas defined
in reference [k]. The ,afcove expression, sltow* that the existence of tile hetero—
genecms metal-metal interface might make the value of A .(k)/A T £k)

a,ii — o,L —

considerably deviate from 1 due to the difference of hybridization in the

conduction band electrons between systems vith and without metal-metal in ter-

face, and therefore in the favourable condition the electron-phonon (E-P^

coupling may he strengthened, because the strength of E-P coupling i s affected

by A , A,+. e tc . [7]. As a result of th is strengthening of E-P coupling

TQ of supereonducitivity may be enhanced. One necessary condition vhich makes

the rat io on the left side of eq. (3l)deviate from 1 ia to have the elctronic

properties of metal h much more different from those of- metal a- When

exploring the high T supei-c^ductors ve prefer some systems vith heterogeneous

metal-metal interfaces which are made of constituents that have a large difference

in .valence electronic structure. This i s what ve mean by "Distant hybridisation

superiority" [k].

superconductivity. We have pointed out that heterogeneous coordination,

i.e. close neighbouring of atoms with qualitatively different electronic

structure, could change the degree of hybridization of the conduction tand

significantly in comparison vith that of the pure elements and thus could

become favourable to superconductivity.
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6. DISCUSSION

Studi«s 'by ua on the general behaviour of electronic structure of

metallic compounds [8]have shown that a significant heterogeneous coordination

in compound, i.e. occupation of tho nearest neighbouring sites of a A atom

{t ) by such atoms, the outer shell electronic structure (e.g., electro-

negativity or angular momentum etc.) of which i9 much different from A, is the

necessary condition for a higher degree of hybridization. Therefore, similar

to the ce.se of heterogeneous metal-metal interfaces discussed above, the con-

dition of the significant heterogeneous coordination is favourable to super-

conductivity in the metallic compounds.

7. SUMMARY

We suggested a method for calculating the electronic band structure

near the metal-metal interface. It may be represented by "MTO-IFW0-FW0" for

short. The electronic band structure of the hetertrometal interface and

heterometal superposed films can be given from the first principle calculations

with this method, either for transition metals or for simple metals. With the

guidance of this method ve made some preliminary discussion about high To
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